Reconstructing Past Mass Balance and Climate Conditions from a Cerro Tapado Ice Core (Central Andes, Chile)
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Cerro Tapado (5550m asl, 30°S/69°W, Fig. 1) is located in the south central Andes of northern Chile. In 1999, an ice core was drilled and field experiments were carried out in order to understand the recorded ice core history. In this dry area, mass balance is driven by accumulation and sublimation (Fig. 2a). Precipitation on the western side of the Andes at 4000m increases from 100mm a	extsuperscript{-1} at 26°S to 400mm a	extsuperscript{-1} at 30°S, and winter precipitation with Pacific moisture is dominant. The summer months are dry. This southward increase in precipitation is also manifested in the presence of isolated glaciers south of 27°S, where Equilibrium Line Altitudes (ELAs) decrease from 5900m at 27°S to 5300m at 30°S (Hastenrath, 1971, Kull et al., 2002, Fig. 2a). Cerro Tapado is glaciated as low as 4600m due to this precipitation increase. However, higher peaks adjacent to Cerro Tapado, (e.g., Cerro Olivares, 30°17’S, 69°54’W, 6252m, Fig. 1b), are currently free of glaciers, suggesting that local climatic conditions (e.g., excess precipitation) play an important role (Kull et al., 2002).

**Motivation**

Chemical species captured in the ice (e.g., Cl\textsuperscript{-}, SO\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{2-}, Ca\textsuperscript{2+}, Na\textsuperscript{+}) are accumulated by dry and humid deposition and their concentrations are influenced by both changes in their respective sources and climatic conditions. In drier areas, interpretation of chemical concentration records is often difficult due to the strong influence of sublimation. \(\delta^{18}O\), often used for temperature reconstruction, depends also on a range of site-specific climatic conditions, on changes in moisture source properties and on moisture transport history. Thus, ice core records arise as a result of a complicated accumulation history, modified by a myriad of different processes. In the past, climate may have been markedly different, including periods of sufficiently low accumulation to be associated with negative mass balance, and therefore a hiatus in the core. Similar gaps in a supposedly “continuous” core can also arise in shear zones. Failure to diagnose such a hiatus in the record leads to an erroneous chronology, an underestimation of past accumulation and an overestimation of the deposition of chemical species—-in other words, a completely flawed climatic interpretation. Such effects are often difficult to detect but may play an important role when interpreting “continuous” ice core records back to the Last Glacial Maximum.

**Methodology**

A modeling approach was used to obtain a more rigorous ice core based climatic reconstruction of the site- and archive-specific accumulation history. Field experiments were carried out (Fig. 2, Kull et al., 2002, Ginot et al., 2001, Stichler et al., 2001, Ginot et al., submitted, Schotterer et al., 2003) in order to quantitatively estimate the climatic controls on local mass balance (sublimation, accumulation, melt) and to assess the post-depositional effects on environmental tracers stored in the firn (Fig. 2b). These experiments confirmed that post-depositional processes, mainly sublimation, have a substantial influence on the ice and snow surface. The loss of water by sublimation (around 2 mm per day) during fair weather results in an enrichment of conservative chemical species and a reduction in accumulation. This process may even lead to a negative mass balance in particularly dry years. In a second step, the mass balance (sublimation, accumulation, melt) at the coring site and the related changes in the concentration of conservative chemical species was modeled (Ginot et al., 2001, Kull et al. 2002). These models were based on local climatic data and field measurements of sublimation and accumulation.
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Results

Mass loss and modification of chemical constituents have significant consequences for the interpretation of the paleo-record from the Cerro Tapado ice core. Bedrock was reached at 36m (28m water equivalent [weq]) (Fig. 2c). Dating was performed by a combination of annual layer counting (assuming that regular wet and dry periods lead to low and high concentrations of chemical constituents), \(^{207}\)Pb, tritium fallout from nuclear weapons tests, and a firn densification model. Dating showed that the upper half of the accumulated ice is younger than 50 years, as indicated by the pre-bomb tritium level of 1952, and that more than 80% of the ice has accumulated during the 20th century (Schotterer et al., 2003, Figure 2c). However, the lowermost ice must have been formed under very different climatic conditions in the more distant past. Below 23m weq, a distinct change is apparent in both the ice core stratigraphy and the concentration profiles of isotopes and chemical constituents compared to the upper part of the ice core (Fig. 2c). The reconstructed history in this part of the core shows that accumulation must have been driven by massive sublimation losses during the buildup of the glacier (Fig. 2c). The climatic interpretation, consistent with both the ice core data and the climate-mass-balance model (Kull and Grosjean, 2000, Kull et al., 2002), points to extremely dry climatic conditions, with extremely dry years for a complete ablation of the actual ice mass. This is not observed and implies that the hiatus must be explained by ice flow over the basal frozen ice body.

Today, a negative annual mass balance results if the annual net-accumulation does not exceed 500mm (Fig. 2a, Table 1). Assuming extremely dry climatic conditions, as observed in the ice-free “South American Arid Diagonal” (annual precipitation around 280mm, Fig. 1), a negative annual mass balance of -500mm is calculated after Kull and Grosjean (2000), requiring ~50 extremely dry years for a complete ablation of the actual ice mass. Therefore, extremely dry periods could not have persisted over longer periods since the glacier buildup. A late-Holocene (< 2600 BP) glacier advance is recorded in

Paleoclimatic Implications - Outlook

When did the buildup of the glacier start? In 1890, Brackebusch reported that the Agua Negra glacier, located a few kilometers east in Argentina (30°15’S, 69°50’W), showed a markedly greater extension than today. It is therefore probable that the nearby Cerro Tapado glacier also existed during this time. On the other hand, given the dry climate of the mid-Holocene (Maldonado and Vil-lagran, 2002) one would not expect any glacier growth in the region.

Since the formation of the basal ice body, climate conditions have not caused a complete ablation. A significantly high concentration peak of the conservative chemical species and accumulation of mineral particles would be expected to identify a hiatus by partial ablation of the glacier due to sublimation, as recorded from the Agua Negra glacier (Milana and Maturano, 1999). This is not observed and implies that the hiatus must be explained by ice flow over the basal frozen ice body.

Fig. 2: (a) Balance-elevation distribution of Cerro Tapado modeled with local climatic data. A local surplus of 250mm is necessary to explain the recent isolated glaciation in the region. This value is supported by the ice core data. Ablation is mainly driven by sublimation. (b) Results of the surface experiment showing the measured and modeled daily sublimation amounts, as well as the related concentrations of chemical species. There is a clear linear relationship between the measured concentrations of chemical species and measured sublimation. This relationship can then be applied to model past sublimation from measured chemical species concentrations in ice cores. A mass balance model (Kull and Grosjean, 2000; Kull et al., 2002) and a model for the concentration of chemical species (Ginot et al., 2001) can be used to calculate specific mass balance and climate conditions from the ice core record (Table 1). (c) Ice core record from Cerro Ipadado. The ice core stratigraphy and \(^{18} \text{O} \) excess both show clear differences between the core sections below and above 23m weq. The variation in the concentration of the chemical species, which is directly linked to sublimation changes, results from climate variability (Schotterer et al., 2003, Ginot et al., submitted). Reconstruction of the original ice accumulation as corrected for sublimation losses.

Enrichment of some chemical species (Fig. 2b).

Paleoclimatic Implications - Outlook

When did the buildup of the glacier start? In 1890, Brackebusch reported that the Agua Negra glacier, located a few kilometers east in Argentina (30°15’S, 69°50’W), showed a markedly greater extension than today. It is therefore probable that the nearby Cerro Tapado glacier also existed during this time. On the other hand, given the dry climate of the mid-Holocene (Maldonado and Villagran, 2002) one would not expect any glacier growth in the region.

Since the formation of the basal ice body, climate conditions have not caused a complete ablation. A significantly high concentration peak of the conservative chemical species and accumulation of mineral particles would be expected to identify a hiatus by partial ablation of the glacier due to sublimation, as recorded from the Agua Negra glacier (Milana and Maturano, 1999). This is not observed and implies that the hiatus must be explained by ice flow over the basal frozen ice body.

Today, a negative annual mass balance results if the annual net-accumulation does not exceed 500mm (Fig. 2a, Table 1). Assuming extremely dry climatic conditions, as observed in the ice-free “South American Arid Diagonal” (annual precipitation around 280mm, Fig. 1), a negative annual mass balance of -500mm is calculated after Kull and Grosjean (2000), requiring ~50 extremely dry years for a complete ablation of the actual ice mass. Therefore, extremely dry periods could not have persisted over longer periods since the glacier buildup. A late-Holocene (< 2600 BP) glacier advance is recorded in
the area around 30°S. (Grosjean et al., 1998). These moraines also exist in the surroundings of Cerro Tapado. Ongoing research aims to test whether the glacier model can produce the observed late Holocene glacier extent using the ice core derived climate conditions, and therefore link ice core and modeling results with geomorphological evidence of past glacier advances.
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The Southern Ocean as the Flywheel of the Oceanic Conveyor Belt Circulation
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The last ice age came to an end between 20 and 10 ka BP. This time span was punctuated by a series of abrupt climate sequences (Fig. 1a). In particular, the rapid transition in the North Atlantic from the cold Heinrich 1 to the Bølling/Allerød (B/A) warm-phase and its cold reversal counterpart in Antarctica (ACR) have attracted much attention. During deglacialization, the North Atlantic was exposed to a large meltwater discharge from the melting Laurentide and Fennoscandian ice sheets. This continuous meltwater release on the order of about 0.1 Sv (Marshall and Clarke, 1989) posed a constant threat to the “Achilles Heel” of the oceanic conveyor belt circulation (Broecker, 1991), located in the North Atlantic (schematic picture in Fig. 2a, b). Paleodata (Duplessy et al., 1988; Sarnthein et al., 1994) and modeling work (e.g., Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001; Prange et al., 2002) indicate a weaker glacial thermohaline circulation (THC) compared with the interglacial circulation. Based on evidence of a weak glacial conveyor belt, it is natural to ask about the “flywheel” of the ocean circulation, which might have initiated the transition to a strong interglacial ocean circulation. This “flywheel” is not necessarily confined to the North Atlantic realm, where the “Achilles Heel” is located. Our recent modeling results (Knorr and Lohmann, 2003) using an Oceanic General Circulation Model (OGCM) (Maier-Reimer et al., 1993; Lohmann et al., 2003) suggest that Southern Ocean warming and the accompanying sea ice retreat induced a non-linear transition to a strong Atlantic overturning circulation (Fig. 1b).

This is consistent with ice core and ocean-sediment records, showing that a progressive warming in the Southern Hemisphere preceded Greenland warming by more than 1000 years (Sowers and Bender, 1995), a time lag that was even lon-